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REDEMPTION

Lawrence Pass, Luzerne
Clan Smoke Jaguar Occupation Zone
20 July 3059

The acrid smoke in his cockpit had cleared away. From a pouch in
his vest, he pulled out a bent cigarette and a battered lighter. Dammit,
last one. He watched his radar, the icons of his companions closing
with the oncoming Jaguars, as he flipped up his neurohelmet visor.
Two of the enemy’s symbols went dark as he inhaled a long drag from
the cigarette.
Absently, Seymour flicked the ash to his left. The ash and butts from
four packs littered the floor of his Rifleman’s cockpit.
Mich will kill me for having to clean this up.
He focused on the sole Jaguar ‘Mech that burst past his companions
and slapped his visor shut, the cigarette falling to the cockpit floor.
The computer’s warbook tagged it as a Hankyu, a light-class Clan
OmniMech. Its approach would have it clear the foot of the hill in
front of him. Kicking the throttle forward, he centered his lasers on a
distant spot, anticipating the Hankyu’s appearance. The boxy Jaguar
‘Mech appeared a few seconds later. Seymour squeezed the triggers
as the targeting dot pulsed on the enemy’s center torso.
Both arm-mounted lasers drilled the center of the smaller machine,
the damage done by his advanced weapons unbalanced the Jaguar
‘Mech and it tumbled to the ground. Heat blossomed once again
in the cockpit. Seymour smiled through the smoky blue haze, his
dangling cigarette burning out. Not expecting that, were you?

The smoke in the cockpit had gotten so thick it was making his eyes
water. Went too far up the scale again, Seymour thought. A sudden
coughing fit took his eyes off his heads-up display. Marshall James
Seymour was glad no Jaguar units were in firing range.
So very tired.
His aging body cried out to crawl back to bed. He rubbed his dry
and burning eyes, the product of forty-eight hours on zero sleep.
In fact, Seymour had left his cockpit seat only twice to stretch his
cramping legs.
He needed a few seconds to compose himself but the screaming
sensors from his secondary radar display indicated another three Clan
‘Mechs approaching at high speeds.
He keyed his comm. “Cobra Two and Four, intercept and delay, I’ll
move in afterward to support.”
Two ‘Mechs, a Falconer and a Rakshasa, immediately moved to
engage without voicing confirmation. They’re just as exhausted as I
am. Most of his remaining troops had fell into a sort of sleepless daze,
their verbal replies short—if anything was said at all.
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elcome to Historical Turning Points: Luzerne, a campaign designed to give players the opportunity to fight in one of the landmark conflicts of the Inner Sphere’s tumultuous history.
The general information contained in the Atlas and Combatants sections gives players the tools needed to fight an infinite
number of engagements on Luzerne, while the Track section gives details on some of the larger and more pivotal battles of the planetary
struggle. These can also be used with stand-alone games set in 3059.
The Atlas section presents a global view followed by some quick facts about Luzerne. Included in this section are terrain tables broken
into various categories. These tables can be used as a random chart to determine the maps used in the tracks, or simply as a guide to
provide ideas on the types of terrain found on the world. This section also contains a list of various additional terrain types, environment,
and other rules that can be used to enhance your game experience. All players should agree whether or not to use any or all of these
features before play.
The Combatants section gives details on the units who participated in the conflict and can be used by players who wish to add
authenticity to their game. While the units who actually participated in the battles are noted, in most cases the numbers on each side are
left undetermined. This allows the players to pursue the tracks with different forces as they wish. The rough ratio of forces on each side is
provided as a guideline. Players should feel free to balance the forces in each track as they see fit, whether by battle value, tonnage, total
number of ’Mechs, or whatever else suits them.
The Tracks section presents several key battles that occurred on the world, though they are not the only ones. Players wishing to
incorporate these tracks into their Chaos Campaign campaigns should use the Warchest Points (WP) listed in brackets. Optional points
are awarded only if the group achieves at least one Objective while using the selected option. Objective points are cumulative as they
are achieved unless otherwise noted.
The Annex contains two official Record Sheets. The first is the custom mixed-tech Grasshopper of Hauptmann Reynolds Allen, CO of
the Allen’s Animals raiding company, followed by the custom configuration Ebon Jaguar of Star Colonel Samantha Kotare, Commander
of the Smoke Jaguar’s Sixth Striker Cluster.
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Luzerne MAPSHEETS TABLE

Urban

Woodlands

Luzerne has always been a quiet world, with little industry of military
value or swaths of resources. With a wide variety of terrain and pleasant
climate, it nonetheless became a favored spot for those looking to get
away from the ravages of the various conflicts that have plagued the
Inner Sphere over the centuries.
The planetary capital of Topeka Bay is situated on the only deep water
bay on the coast of the Topeka continent. Though listed as the capital,
it is actually the second largest settlement on the planet. The largest
is Homer, located in the middle of the Seattle Mountains at the center
of the continent. The surrounding mountain chain limited the city’s expansion outward. The citizenry expanded downward, crafting massive
caverns and byways through the softer limestone of the mountains.
Lawrence Pass is the only viable route through the mountains to the rest
of the continent.
New Old Idaho has the largest footprint of civilization on Luzerne,
but ranks only fifth in population. Its vast expanse of ferrocrete and prefabricated warehouses reveal the city’s purpose as the planet’s primary
import/export portal. All commercial DropShip traffic routes through
New Old Idaho; passenger vessels visiting the planet are redirected to
the more modern facility halfway around the planet at the Kerensky
International Spaceport.
Perot, the second continent, is vastly smaller than Topeka and only has
one significant settlement. Thün started out as a resort for those looking
to get further away from civilization. Over time, even Thün started to see
the advancements in technology that turned it into a more traditional
city. Its more austere roots still show through in the basic, ecologically
friendly building materials and lack of obvious infrastructure.
Most of Luzerne’s claim to fame before the arrival of Clan Smoke Jaguar was the Topeka Mining Strike from 2876-79. Several miner unions
staged the three-year strike in protest of the Combine’s oppressive use of
indentured servitude. House Kurita imported thousands as slave laborers to build New Old Idaho after an earthquake demolished the original
spaceport. The indentured workforce cut several quarries and mines,
which were used in part to build the vast new commercial spaceport.
Offworld business merchants then sourced their materials from the slave
industries, taking advantage of the low costs. The competition bankrupted the local mining consortiums, leading to a three-year standoff. The
union members blockaded the slave quarries, disrupted construction,
and staged mass protests across the planet. Intervention by the DCMS
ended the bloody stalemate in 2879. Shortly after the completion of New
Old Idaho, House Kurita quietly removed the imported labor and closed
all of its facilities. They were reopened a short time later under the rebuilt
mining consortiums, greatly expanding the system’s economic reach.
Before the Clans, Luzerne was considered a fairly mild and unassuming world in the Combine. It took the Jaguar invasion to ignite any sort
of nationalistic passion from the citizenry. While acting submissive, the
populace set up intelligence-gathering cells to relay vital information to
the ISF. The enormous amount of detailed information on the occupying
Clan force made Luzerne a prime candidate for Operation BIRD DOG.

Lowlands

Atlas

Luzerne

2D6 Result

Map

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Heavy Forest #1 (MS4, MSC1)
Large Lakes #1 (MS4, MSC1)
Woodland (MS6, MSC2)
Open Terrain #1 (MS5, MSC1)
Scattered Woods (MS2, MSC2)
Wide River (MS6, MSC2)
Open Terrain #2 (MS5, MSC1)
River Delta/Drainage Basin #1(MS4, MSC1)
Wide River (MS6, MSC2)
Large Lakes #2 (MS4, MSC1)
Heavy Forest #2 (MS4, MSC1)

2D6 Result

Map

2
3
4

City (Hills/Residential)* #1 (MS3, MSC1)
City Street Grid/Park* #1 (MS4, MSC1)
City, Downtown (MS6, MSC2)

5

City, Suburbs (MS6, MSC2)

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Drop Port #1 (MS7)
City, Suburbs (MS6, MSC2)
Drop Port #2 (MS7)
City, Skyscraper (MS6, MSC2)
City Street Grid/Park* #2 (MS4, MSC1)
City (Hills/Residential)* #2 (MS3, MSC1)
Seaport (MS7)

2D6 Result

Map

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Woodland (MS6, MSC2)
BattleForce (MS6, MSC1)
BattleTech (MS2, MSC1)
River Delta/Drainage Basin #2(MS4, MSC1)
River Delta/Drainage Basin #1(MS4, MSC1)
Deep Canyon #1 (MS5, MSC2)
Large Mountain #2 (MS5, MSC2)
Desert Mountain #1 (MS3, MSC1)
Box Canyon (MS6, MSC2)
Desert Mountain #2 (MS3, MSC1)
River Valley (MS2, MSC1)

*Place Medium and Heavy buildings of varying heights in each non-paved hex.

Base Terrain Types
Level 1 Foliage (see TO, p. 36)
Sheer Cliffs (see TO, p. 39)
Ultra Heavy Woods (see TO, p. 40)

Weather Conditions
Light Gale (see TO, p. 51)
Light Fog (see TO, p. 57)
Light Rainfall (see TO, p 59)

Terrain Modifications
Roads, Dirt and Gravel (see TO, p. 51)
Swamp (see TO, pg 51)
Mud (see TO, p.62)

Mapsheets
The following tables represent the categories of terrain that can be
found on the battlefields of Luzerne. Players may either select a map
from the appropriate table or randomly determine which map to use,
unless otherwise specified by the scenario. MS = Map Set, MSC = Map Set
Compilation, BT = BattleTech Introductory Box Set.

Forced Withdrawal
Unless otherwise noted, the Forced Withdrawal rules (see TW, p. 258)
are in effect for all forces except Clan Smoke Jaguar’s Sixth Striker Cluster.
Honor Rules
Unless otherwise noted, the Smoke Jaguar forces will always begin any
combat under zellbrigen, using Clan Honor Level 2 (see TW, p. 274).

Optional Rules
If all players agree, the following particular effects from Total Warfare
(TW), Tactical Operations (TO), and Strategic Operations (SO) may be used
to add “Luzerne flavor” to this campaign.

Salvage
Unless otherwise noted in an individual track, the Salvage rules (see
SO, pp. 191) may be used by the player that achieves the most Objective
points in the track.
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Commanders

Commanders

Samantha Kotare
Rank: Star Colonel, Commander of the Sixth Striker Cluster
Born: 3029 (30 in 3059)
One of the newer ristars in Clan Smoke Jaguar, Kotare took the Clan’s beliefs to heart, advocating more aggressive tactics against both Inner Sphere
and Clan foes. While a Star Captain, she led her Trinary to several impressive
victories over the Nova Cats and Ghost Bears before winning a promotion to
Star Colonel and command of the newly formed Sixth Striker Cluster.
If Kotare had a deficiency, it was the contempt she held for her peers
and the Clan’s leadership. It was her personal belief that it was the Khans’
failings that placed the Jaguars into an inferior position and caused their
humiliating losses on Tukayyid and Luthien. As she harbored her discontent—looking to the day she could challenge the Khans properly—she
infected her cluster, making it difficult for other units to work with them.
Special Abilities: Samantha Kotare is an Elite MechWarrior with the
Combat Intuition trait (see ATOW, p. 225). She also has a -3TP Compulsion/Hates Spheroid and a -1TP Compulsion/Arrogance trait.

James Seymour
Rank: Marshal, Commander of Third Davion Guards RCT
Born: 3002 (57 in 3059)
Placed in charge of the Third Davion Guards on the onset of the War
of 3039, Seymour and his unit was humiliated after leaving Vega under
the Combine’s control. He would later be roped into the political intrigue
that plagued the Lyrans for years: the Free Skye Movement. Sparring
with the Gray Death Legion, Seymour’s Third Guards would fail yet again,
leading his subordinates to believe they were cursed. Seymour spent
months talking up Luzerne as the Third’s chance for redemption, hoping
to defeat the Clans like the other task forces did in wave one. Unfortunately the presence of additional Jaguar WarShips saw his bravado burn
in flames along with half his unit, leaving him to command a force more
in need of hiding holes than glory.
Marshal Seymour perished in combat after sounding a withdrawal
from another probing raid against the Jaguars soon after making landfall. As other SLDF forces came under fire from an attacking Clan fighter
Star, Seymour’s Rifleman lagged behind to provide cover fire. He died
just as the last of his raiders made it under the protective umbrella of the
Third’s DropShip’s guns.
Special Abilities: Marshall Seymour is a Veteran MechWarrior
and adds a +1 modifier to all Administration, Leadership, Tactics,
and Strategy rolls. Seymour is also considered the have the MulitTasker Gunnery special ability (see ATOW, p.220) and can fire upon
multiple airborne aerospace units in a turn as if targeting multiple
ground targets.

Combatants

This section lists the combat units active during the Luzerne campaign. The Experience Level indicates which column to roll on using the
Random Skills Table (see TW, p. 273) for the combatants.
RAT shows which Random Assignment Tables (see p. x) to use if randomly
determining a force. Abbreviations in italics are suggestions for advanced
RAT options. To build a unit (if not using a player-defined unit from a campaign), follow the Unit Generation rules in Total Warfare (see TW, p. 264). To
see which faction tables to roll, see the RAT entry for each combatant, taking
care not to select any units which may not have yet been constructed. This
can be accomplished generally using the lowest quality rated columns (C, D,
or F), as more advanced equipment usually fills in the higher-rated columns
(such as A and B). Alternately, when applicable, choose a variant of the unit
that did exist in 3058 in place of one created later.
For a more advanced game, utilizing a broader
range of ’Mechs, vehicles and battle armor, players
should feel free to also utilize the RATs in Field Manual:
Federated Suns (FMFS), Field Manual: ComStar (FMCS), Field Manual: Draconis
Combine (FMDC), Field Manual:
Updates (FMU), and A Time
of War (ATOW). Note that because some of these materials
have a later in-universe date
than this campaign, players
participating in an
authentic era campaign will need to
select a variant of
the unit that did
exist in 3059 in
place of one created
later. (Visit your local game
store to purchase these additional products or order them
directly from www.battlecorps.
com/catalog; PDFs for some
products are also available.)
Unit Abilities are special game
rules that apply to that unit in combat.
These rules are optional and all players
should agree to their use before gameplay begins. The Notes section gives
in-universe details on the unit to provide players a “feel” for the command
during the Luzerne campaign.

Gravely Zane
Rank: Precentor VII, Commander of the 208th Com Guard Division
Born: 3013 (46 in 3059)
Born into ComStar, Zane followed in his parent’s footsteps into the
mysterious order. His natural aptitude netted him a slot in its growing
aerospace corps. Zane rose quickly up the ranks and found himself in
charge of the 208th after Tukayyid. Former Precentor Luckiesh, paralyzed
from the dramatic battle against the Clans on Tukayyid, sent a glowing
personal recommendation about then-Demi Precentor Zane.
Zane’s piloting abilities were proven again in the skies above Luzerne.
Not only did he insist on being the line when escorting the troop transports to the planet, he continually took to the air to fend off Clan fighters
in his Star League-era Ironsides.
Special Abilities: Gravely Zane is an Elite Aerospace pilot. In addition,
when fighting alongside Com Guard ground forces, the Com Guard gains
a +2 Initiative bonus.
William Perez
Rank: Clan Smoke Jaguar Kappa Galaxy Commander
Born: 3017 (42 in 3059)
Galaxy Commander William Perez first came to the command
of Delta Galaxy in 3040. Though considered cautious outside the
combat arena by his Clan peers, he constantly threw himself into
battle, personally leading his troops into every conflict. His ferocious
recklessness was unmatched during his Galaxy’s actions in preparing
for REVIVAL.
Perez’s reputation took a huge hit when rumors about possible Warden beliefs began circulating through the Clan Council. As they gained
momentum, he faced a marked increase in challenges to his position. In
3048 Perez was transferred to Kappa Galaxy as the invasion of the Inner
Sphere began.
Special Abilities: William Perez is an Elite Elemental with the
Tactical Genius special ability (see ATOW, p. 225). Perez also has the
Patient trait and Bad Reputation when dealing with Clansmen with
Crusader beliefs.
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Tracks

I will admit, those rebel cells were well-prepared for us when
we arrived. Somehow they smuggled in replacement armor and
ammunition, almost all specific to our company’s composition.
Hell, they even presented Mary with a bouquet of purple and green
orchids—her favorite flower and color combination—as a token
of goodwill and good luck. The look on her face was priceless.
Anyway, we’ve been waiting a week before making our first
strike, knowing that once we did there would be no rest. I’ve had
the team scoping out a lot of the possible targets in the area;
we decided the first one would be a supply depot far from the
safe houses.
Kitties won’t see this one coming. Not by a long shot.

Opening Gambit
SITUATION
Gateway, Lawrence Pass
Luzerne, Smoke Jaguar Occupation Zone
21 May 3059

Using the Smoke Jaguar’s confidence in their hold on the world,
a group of volunteers from the Third Davion Guards smuggled
themselves onto the world through the use of a pirate point and
a polar approach. Once grounded, they made their way to one of
the smaller cities to wage a guerilla war in anticipation of the reconstituted Star League invasion. Looking to weaken the Smoke Jaguar
garrison as much as possible before the SLDF’s arrival, they selected several weak targets. The first objective was a supply depot near the
entrance to Lawrence Pass.
GAME SETUP
Recommended Terrain: Lowlands
Use a minimum of four map sheets. The Attacker chooses their
home edge; the opposite map edge is the Defender’s home edge.
The Defender places/nominates ten building hexes as supply
buildings containing supplies and ammunition. These are heavy
Level 1 buildings (75 CF) and must be placed within five hexes
from the edge farthest from the Attacker’s home edge.
Attacker
Recommended Forces: Allen’s Animals
The Attackers enter from their home edge at the start of the
track. The Animals may begin withdrawing in full at the start of
Turn 10.
Defender
Recommended Forces: Fourth Provisional Garrison Cluster
The Defender is 100% of the Attacker’s deployed force. The
Defender begins the game anywhere within twelve hexes of the
Defender’s home edge.
WARCHEST
Track Cost: 300
Optional Bonuses
+75 Commanders: Designate one unit on each side as the Commander; roll for their skills on the Random Skills Table (Expanded)
(see TW, p. 273) on the Veteran column with a +2 bonus to the result.

If the unit containing the Commander is destroyed, apply a –2 modifier to all subsequent Initiative rolls. Additionally, all units on that
side must operate under Forced Withdrawal and begin their retreat.
+75 Highly Volatile: For every supply depot hex reduced to 0,
roll 2d6: on a result of 9 or higher, the stored ammunition explodes
with the force equivalent to a 30-point Artillery attack on that hex
and half damage to each adjacent hex.
+75 Nighttime Raid: Use the Night rules from Tactical Operations (see pg. 58).
OBJECTIVES
Burn It to the Ground. Destroy/Protect each of the supply
depot buildings [20 per building]
Do Your Job. Prevent half or more of the opposing force from
escaping their home edge [150]
SPECIAL RULES
There are no special rules for this track.
AFTERMATH
Taken completely by surprise, the Jaguars were unprepared for
the brazen charge of the raiders. The Animals held the Clan defenders back long enough to destroy a significant portion of the supply
depot before being forced to withdraw. Though a quarter of Allen’s Animals’‘Mechs were destroyed in the fighting, all of the pilots
were able to safely eject and rendezvous with their comrades.
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